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The wait is finally over

The wait
is finally
over
Less cost, reduced risk and public procurement-compliant: The arrival of
smart card solutions based on an open standard delivers real competitive
advantages for multi-application government ID schemes.
By Silicon Trust

It seems light-years away that corporations, retailers, banks,
transport agencies and governments had to convince their
customers that smart card schemes add convenience to everyday
life. Cashless payment, contactless ticketing and smart ID applications are pretty much commonplace all over the world. A lot
has been done to educate the user about the benefits of using
smart cards for applications that require secure authentication
and transactions. While the public's focus was – and still is – on
the functionality of such systems, not much attention is given to
the background systems. It is here, however, that the secret for
sustainable success lies – at least for forward-thinking smart
card scheme implementers. Looking forward and creating more
benefits for their citizens, governments are increasingly opting for
multi-application ID schemes. An important additional application is transport. Transport applications, however, are traditionally dominated by proprietary systems already giving transport
operators a real headache. In combination with governmental
applications, public procurement rules come into the game making
the demand for open standards even more pressing.

Growing trend: Multi-application eID schemes
The trend points to multi-application schemes, which enable a user
to access physical and logical applications without having to carry
multiple credentials. Such schemes allow corporations and govern-
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ments to expand card use, thereby decreasing implementation cost
and increasing convenience for the user. While there is a myriad of
issues with the business case behind a multi-application scheme, such
as ownership of the data, location of the key management system, and
fraud liability, if put in place properly, it brings many rewards.
Examples for successful multi-application implementations are
Malaysia's new national electronic identity card, popularly known
as 'MyKad'. This new generation smart card is a multi-application
national electronic identity card, including biometric identification,
which will allow the implementation of numerous additional functions such as Driving License, Health, ATM, eSignature and eGovernment services. Another example is the Italian Carta Nazionale
dei Servizi (CNS), which carries a certificate with its public and
private keys, mostly used for online authentication. Its contactless
interface is used for public transport applications.

Open standards against lock-in:
building open ICT systems
Governments and their associated agencies, when issuing ID document tenders, have to adhere to open standards. This is especially
the case with electronic passport tenders that are based on the
guidelines set out by the ICAO. Even when it comes to the technical
standards, such as ISO 14443 – government ID procurement will
be based on proved and tested open standards.
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In the newly emerging multi application scenarios, two worlds
of standards meet and potentially clash: The open standards world
of ID applications and the proprietary standards world that dominates the public transport section. It is essential for these multiapplication projects to succeed to support open standard thinking.
Governments, even more than private businesses, have an
obligation towards their citizens to make smart and sustainable
investments. These investments must be compliant to the public
procurement regulations that are widely communicated, such as
by the European Commission. In the eyes of the EC, many organizations are 'locked' into their ICT systems because detailed knowledge about how the system works is available only to the provider,
so that when they need to buy new components or licences only
that provider can deliver.

Action 23
Digital Agenda for Europe – Pillar II: Interoperability and
Standards – Action 23: Provide guidance on ICT standardization and public procurement
What is the problem?
Vary specifications for tenders on public procurement.
Public authorities should make the best use of available
standards when commissioning hardware, software and IT
services from external suppliers. Yet, the practices of public
authorities across the EU vary greatly when it comes to writing
tender specifications for public procurement. In some cases,
public authorities find themselves unintentionally locked into
particular IT solutions for decades, simply because they failed
to draft sufficiently flexible tender specifications allowing for
open choices in technological evolution.
Why is EU action required?
Public authorities lose out. The Commission has drawn up
detailed guidelines on how to make best use of ICT standards
in tender specifications. For instance, public authorities should
select standards which can be implemented by all interested
suppliers, allowing for more competition and reducing the risk
of lock-in.
What has the Commission done?
More specifically, the European Commission has, in 2013:
• Adopted the Communication on standardisation and
public procurement.
• Make sure that the guidelines are practically applicable
by all public procurers of ICT goods and services.
Source: EC
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In a recently published communication, it points out that using
open standards reduces prices and potentially increases quality as
standards determine the key element of a technology and create a
level playing field for all ICT suppliers. Therefore, more suppliers
can respond to tender invitations for standards-based systems,
leading to more choice and competition.
The Digital Agenda for Europe identified lock-in as a problem,
and its Action 23 committed to providing guidance on the link
between ICT standardisation and public procurement to help
public authorities use standards to promote efficiency and reduce
lock-in.

The evolution to next-generation,
open systems
If government agencies turn to transit operators to include applications in a multi-application scheme and if they want to adhere to
aforementioned public procurement regulations, there will be a
need for developing schemes based on truly open standards. In the
transport fare collection market, open standards drive numerous
benefits: vendor neutrality, cross-vendor system interoperability,
lower technology adoption risks, higher quality, and improved market
responsiveness. Unlike systems based on proprietary technologies
that cost more to acquire, deploy and maintain, limit choices and are
potentially less secure, an open standard for developing secure transit
fare collection solutions enables delivery of more cost-effective, highly
secure, flexible, scalable and extensible solutions.

The Digital Agenda for Europe identified lock-in as a
problem, and its Action 23 committed to providing

The wait is finally over

"We expect to see CIPURSE™ deployments
start in Europe and then follow in other
regions as more cities see the benefit in
smarter transportation systems. A broader
and more flexible product range will help
it to develop like MIFARE."
ABI Research: 05/2012

ABI Research: 11/2012

was compromised in 2008, demand has increased significantly for
systems with more advanced, open standards-based security.
Today, transport systems are migrating to microcontrollerbased schemes that are converging with adjacent applications and
technologies such as open-loop credit/debit payment cards, micropayments, multi-application cards and near field communication
(NFC) mobile phones and devices. These new applications demand
much higher levels of security than provided by today's transport
schemes. In addition, public transport agencies have become more
concerned about increasing their revenues, and are developing new
business models to realize new revenue sources. However, they are
coming to realize that proprietary, single-vendor technologies are
limiting their flexibility while increasing their risk and costs. At
the same time, they want their customers to be able to use their
transit tickets seamlessly across different transit systems.

CIPURSE™: Next generation of secure,
cost-effective and flexible solutions

guidance on the link between ICT standardisation and
public procurement.

In the past, dedicated transport schemes based on closedloop applications were established in many cities throughout the
world. They each employed their own proprietary fare media,
creating isolated public transport schemes. The data management
on the fare media token and the interface to access the data were
completely different from one system to another.
Until recently, it was not easy to cost efficiently implement
advanced security. Over the last decades, a widely used proprietary technology was installed in fare collection systems worldwide, which formed a legacy infrastructure. Based on a contactless
memory storage device with simple mechanisms for access control
that provides only a basic level of security, these proprietary
systems were selected because of their broad availability and the
use of pre-integrated components that assured interoperability. But
since the security offered by this widely used proprietary standard
security-news.tv

"Increased competition, multi-vendor support,
OSPT™ Alliance membership has grown.
New product tiers and specifications announced
and first certified products now available from
Infineon (controller) and Inside Secure (NFC
applet) – more expected in 1Q13. As a result,
CIPURSE™ has expanded and rolled out quicker
than anticipated, increasing its addressable
market in the process."

The OSPT™ Alliance was set up to facilitate the move toward the
next generation of secure, cost-effective, and flexible fare collection solutions through a global, multi-provider community. Its
objectives are to define a new open standard for secure transit fare
collection solutions, while providing industry education, creating
workgroup opportunities, and catalyzing the development and
adoption of innovative fare collection technologies, applications,
and services. The OSPT is building a global ecosystem of transit
operators, transit consultants and integrators, technology solution
providers, and government agencies to stimulate development and
delivery of next-generation fare collection solutions.
As part of its mission, the OSPT Alliance has developed the
CIPURSE™ open security standard to foster the next generation
of more secure, cost-effective, scalable and extensible transit
fare collection systems. The CIPURSE™ standard is designed to
address the requirements of local and regional implementers for
future-proof fare collection systems with more advanced security.
It provides a platform for securing both new and legacy transit fare
security-news.tv

collection applications, and has the potential to be used within
existing application frameworks around the world. CIPURSE™
builds upon existing, proven, open standards – the ISO 7816
smart card standard, as well as the 128-bit advanced encryption
standard (AES-128) and the ISO/IEC 14443-4 protocol layer –
and its advanced security concept can be implemented in low-cost
silicon.

The CIPURSE open security standard will:
• Stimulate innovation and market opportunity for fare
collection solution and system developers
• Support more secure, flexible design and deployment
alternatives for transit system integrators and consultants
• Foster a broad range of cost-effective, interoperable transit
fare collection solutions

Conclusion
The CIPURSE™ open security standard, therefore, has developed
into a real alternative for those implementers that are looking
towards multi application schemes where ID and transport applications are combined on one token. Beyond the mere advantages
of such an open standard for transit fare collection solutions is
the outlook that government agencies can finally avoid the risk of
violating international procurement regulations by choosing the
open standard route.

References:
·	"Vendor Groups release ticketing specs while they wait for .....",
NFC Times May 2013
·	Infineon Technologies
·	OSPT Alliance – ospt.org
·	http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2013:0455:FIN:EN:PDF
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New
perspectives
for mobile
eIdentification

By Michael Hegenbarth, Bundesdruckerei GmbH

Whether shopping, bank transactions or communicating with public
authorities – more and more people are handling both private and
business transactions on the net. Security experts are now searching
for additional solutions to make the ID functions of electronic
documents usable by means of mobile devices, too.
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Rarely has a new technology been able to become so firmly
established on the market like Near Field Communication (NFC).
The international transmission standard (ISO/IEC 18092) is now
already being used for a vast range of commercial data transfers
and in approximately 115 million devices. In future, it should also
be possible to use NFC-enabled smartphones or tablets as reading
devices for eID documents. This would finally make the online
functions of electronic ID documents available for mobile applications, too, where eID functions are involved.

What makes NFC special

The Vault | November 2013

That's because the one aspect that has benefited NFC applications up to now, especially those specific to passive card functions,
is also what prevents them from becoming a full scale verification
client. The reason for this is that ISO/IEC 14443 standardised
document chips, which are powered via the magnetic field of
compatible reading devices, need more energy for their cryptographic security protocols than most of today's NFC devices can
currently deliver.

Critics are repeatedly warning that there are insufficient
standards for NFC in order to protect the data transmitted
one word that comes to mind is keylogging.

Co-operation as the key to success

Even now, NFC promises to be more than just a wireless connectivity technology. In technology-obsessed Japan, especially,
an entire cosmos of new applications has become established
with the NFC-compliant FeliCa system. The most popular ones
are location-based marketing products and advertising media
that lead directly to other information or integrated ticketing
systems thanks to an NFC tag with integrated URL (Uniform
Resource Locator). For applications of this kind, more than 78
million FeliCa-enabled devices are in use in Japan alone – and
the number of users who order concert tickets, book a hotel or pay
for public transport using their smartphones is growing continuously. To put it in a nutshell, it seems the time has come to find out
more about what NFC can do.

The German eID management system that uses the new electronic
ID card is an excellent example of this dilemma. In order to be
able to make extensive use of the card's online functions, so-called
authorisation certificates have to be exchanged. Besides the abovementioned compatibility problems, these certificates cannot be
received by commercially available NFC chips because of their
considerable data volume. At most, the ID-card PIN can be changed
using a mobile phone. Technically, these obstacles could be removed
relatively easily. What appears to be missing are co-operative solutions as well as revised and updated international standards. This
should also focus on the question of data security – even more than
before. Critics are repeatedly warning that there are insufficient
standards for NFC in order to protect the data transmitted in a reliable manner against unauthorised access – one word that comes to
mind is keylogging. Whether it will be sufficient to steer security
relevant functions via an isolated operating system is essentially
irrelevant – what's more important is that the security aspects of
mobile e-identification must be perceived more clearly, taken up by
market stakeholders and included in the work conducted by international standardisation committees.

The next step: mobile eID applications

Looking towards international standards

This is also increasingly related to the topic of mobile identification. In this case, however, the technical requirements are much
more demanding and touch on international standardisation
work. And that's where we come across one of the key barriers, i.e.
the limited field strength of today's NFC capable smartphones.

The NFC Forum, which was founded in 2004, has an important
role to play in such discussions. The forum has been a driving
force behind the implementation and standardisation of near field
technology and advocates compatibility and interoperability with
other contactless technologies. The topic of identification using a

Advantages for both companies and consumers
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smartphone is also gaining ground here – although the commercial interests of the more than 150 international companies are
not always on par with the requirements of different national eID
systems.

One thing appears to be certain: as commercially isolated
island solutions, mobile eID applications, which have to meet
with global interests and standards, will unlikely move

in a reliable manner against unauthorised access –
Since the risk of eavesdropping increases potentially with longrange transmissions, the weak NFC signal generated by energysaving, low-cost transmitters practically rules out unauthorised
data access. What's more, unlike commercially used Bluetooth
radio, no special log-in or PIN input is required to pair the devices.
All the user has to do is to bring two NFC-enabled transmission
and receiving units close to each other and the data transfer can
be automatically started.

New perspectives for mobile eIdentification

security-news.tv

forward or become successfully established.

However, in light of growing market pressure, many stakeholders believe that a more co-operative approach is absolutely
needed. That's because one thing appears to be certain: as
commercially isolated island solutions, mobile eID applications,
which have to meet with global interests and standards, will
unlikely move forward or become successfully established.

The future market of mobile verification
It has yet to be seen how long it will take for state-of-the-art eID
documents to provide greater mobile security in combination with
smartphones, PDAs or tablets.

In any case, NFC has a very good chance of becoming established as a key technology in the field of modern eID applications. For this to happen, national and international standards,
public and private-sector interests as well as commercial and
national security demands will have to be carefully brought
together. This is the only way that mobile NFC devices will be
able to perform card, reader and client functions at the same
time and also enable ISO/IEC 14443 standardised verification
processes. The demand for such ubiquitous ID solutions that are
geared towards international conditions and needs is growing
at a rapid pace. This is one of the greatest and most interesting
challenges for the industries involved – also from an economic
perspective.
This has also been confirmed by companies like Germany's
Bundesdruckerei which has been working on the topic of NFC
and mobile identification for some time now: "We are increasingly
moving in globally networked areas and people expect, and rightly
so, that we design these areas to be not just comfortable, fast and
efficient, but that we make them as secure as possible," states
Ulrich Hamann, CEO of Bundesdruckerei. "NFC technology is
opening up promising options. However, the gap has not yet been
fully bridged to the many billions of ISO/IEC 14443 standardised
contactless products and official documents. In addition to innovative technology like NFC, we also need excellent protection for
data – and this can only be made available through internationally
binding and precisely aligned guidelines."

How NFC data excha nge works
The basis for fast and convenient data transfer is the precise
modulation of amplitudes and transmission speeds. This
involves two technical units: An Initiator, which acts as the
information transmitter and a Target that receives the data
package and processes it further. The main difference in relation to all other contactless technologies up to now is that the
exchange between the communicating devices is not restricted
to active-passive mode, as is the case with RFID, Bluetooth
or wifi, but is also possible in peer-to-peer, i.e. active-active,
mode.
In passive mode, only the initiator unit generates the radiofrequency (RF) field needed to power the target which accesses
this via load modulation in order to make the data required

security-news.tv

available to its active partner, for instance, a card reading
device (active-passive communication). This data exchange
which is standardised via the Logical Link Control Protocol
(LLCP) and limited strictly to card functionalities is ideal for
payment and simple authentication applications.
In contrast, in active mode, both communication units can
be used for query functions or to exchange data (peer-to-peer
communication). In the case of this form of transmission
which is standardised via the Near Field Communication
Interface Protocol (NFCIP), both the initiator and the target
device require a separate source of energy, for instance, an
integrated battery, in order to generate the required magnetic
field.
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eID in Slovakia

eID hardware and operating system
The future Slovak national eID card is based on a polycarbonate
card and comes with an integrated contact-based cryptocontroller.
During the selection of the chip, the newest technologies in the
secure chip cards sector were chosen: Infineon's SLE78CFX3000P
with the operating system CardOS V5.0 developed by Atos IT Solutions and Services. CardOS V5.0 is based on the innovative digital
security technology 'Integrity Guard' from Infineon and is implemented on the SLE78 next generation security controller platform
using SOLID FLASH™. CardOS V5.0 supports modern security
mechanisms and cryptographic algorithms. The solution used for
the Slovak eID card is derived from the German eID card system
and based on EAC technology, according to BSI TR-03110. Rather
than using an X.509 certificate, the verification of an electronic
identity stored in the eID card based on reading the identity data
via an EAC channel is used for electronic authentication and identification. The eID card solution is designed as a multi-application
card with a vision of future enhancements.

eID SW infrastructure and eID middleware
In order to enable the authentication using the eID card for the
providers of electronic services, it was necessary to develop an
interoperable software infrastructure – an eID Authentication
System (eID AS). This infrastructure produces an inevitable part
of the eID solution and enables the integration of service providers
based on standard interfaces.
Secure communication with a remote eID card is provided by
the eID Middleware (eID MW). Its implementation is based on the
standards ISO/IEC 24727 (Identification cards – ICC programming interfaces), CEN 15480-3 (European citizen card – ECC
Interoperability using an application interface) and the technical
guideline BSI TR-03112 (eCard-API-Framework). eID MW enables
the communication between a web-based application running on a
service provider's server and a remote eID card through a secured
communication channel. The communication between client and
server provided by the eID MW is directed by PAOS protocol.

eID in Slovakia
By Vladimír Ďurači and Tomáš Balogh, Plaut Slovakia
Michal Ševčík, Hewlett-Packard Slovakia
Peter Kiefer, Atos IT Solutions and Services

Starting on December 1 2013, a new national identity card with a built-in electronic chip – a so-called electronic identity card (eID) – will be issued in the Slovak Republic. This is part of the process of introducing
electronic public sector services, designed to enable the Slovak citizens to communicate securely with their
government online. The fundamental requirement for accessing these services is the secure authentication
and an unambiguous identification of a person. The eID card has the role of a trustworthy medium to access
the eGovernment services, a secure token for storing the personal identity data of each citizen – thereby
creating the citizen's electronic identity. The Slovak eID can also be used as a Secure Signature Creation
Device (SSCD) for storing qualified certificates and creating Qualified Electronic Signature (QES).
12
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Who is who in the Slovak eID project
HP Slovakia is the prime contractor for providing the new eID in
the Slovak Republic. Together with Plaut Slovakia they provide
the solution for the eID Middleware and the eID Authentication
System and integrate the eID cards in the eGovernment infrastructure. Atos provides the eID card modules with the CardOS
operating system to the card embedders.

security-news.tv

eID authentication system (eID as)
The eID Authentication System (eID AS) consists of applications
and software components on the server side and a multiplatform
client application (eClientApp) that manages the process of authentication on the citizen's PC. The application provides an interaction with the user during the eID authentication and enables the
communication of the eID AS server with the eID card.
An eID AS server enables the integration of the eID authentication by exposing standard interfaces based on OASIS SAML
2.0 and BSI TR-03130 (eID server) standards for the service
providers. Thus the providers gain the ability to use the identification and authentication mechanism of the citizen's eID card to
access their services.

The solution used for the Slovak eID card is derived from the
German eID card system and based on EAC technology.

The eID AS represents an important construction element for
the realization of eGovernment in Slovakia. Other projects also
count on using it, e.g. the eHealth project uses eID AS to authenticate the citizen to access the eHealth portal as well as to prove
the presence of a citizen during a visit of a health professional (at
a doctor, at a pharmacy).
It will also be used by the eGovernment portal of the Slovak
Ministry of Interior (MoI), which is preparing a large number of
electronic services for the citizens. For this purpose an integration component – the SAML Communication Handler – covering
the whole process of the citizen login on the MoI portal has also
been developed.
eID A S sof t ware components (eID MW Framework,
eClientApp, eID AS server components) have been developed by
Hewlett-Packard Slovakia and Plaut Slovakia.

eID online authentication
Online authentication using the eID is based on a mutual prove of
authenticity between a citizen and an online service provider. During
this process, mutual authentication of a provider server and an eID
chip is performed and an encrypted EAC channel is established. The
citizen's authentication is based on reading out the electronic identity through the established EAC channel based on rights defined
in the provider's CV (Card Verifiable) certificate. This functionality
can be activated upon the citizen's request. During the activation
process, the citizen enters the PIN. While accessing a service of a
provider who requires the citizen's authentication, the request is
redirected to the eID AS. During the authentication, the citizen is
prompted an information about the service provider and a list of
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personal data that the provider requires. After approval for reading
out the data, the citizen enters the PIN. After PIN verification and
EAC channel establishment, the eID AS reads out the required
citizen data and sends it to the service provider in an encrypted
form via a signed authentication confirmation – in a SAML assertion. After the verification and identification of a user is successfully
done, the service provider enables access to the service.

QES functionality in the eID

LDS2: The new application standard

LDS2: The
new application
standard

A citizen may request to be issued a qualified certificate at
an RA office. A qualified certificate renewal may be performed
online by a secure method using an established EAC channel, i.e.
without personal attendance of the RA office. This concept has
been evaluated by TÜViT according to Common Criteria EAL4+.
To increase the availability of electronic services, the Slovak
Republic plans to issue the qualified certificates to its citizens
without additional fees.

The QES functionality in the eID may be activated
By Stéfane Mouille, Gemalto

upon the citizen's request either during document pick-up
Slovak citizens may use the eID card for storing and renewal of
qualified certificates and creation of a qualified electronic signature (QES). The QES functionality in the eID may be activated upon
the citizen's request either during document pick-up or later at a
registration authority (RA) office. The QES enables the realization
of acts that require a handwritten signature verified by a notary in
the paper world. A QES is created by the card using a private key
that encrypts an imprint of a document that is to be signed. The
way of its creation provides a legal non-repudiation of the signature
and allows the reliable determining of the individual who created
the electronic signature. This signature also guarantees integrity of
the document, i.e. that the signed document has not been altered in
any way during the transmission to the recipient.

Slovak citizens may use the eID card for storing and
renewal of qualified certificates and creation of a
qualified electronic signature (QES).

Components with PKCS#11 and CSP interfaces are a part of the
eID MW and allow the use of the eID card through standardized
cryptographic programming interfaces. An access to SSCD signature functions through standardized interfaces is used by the most
certified signature creation applications.

or later at a registration authority (RA) office.

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
is working on the next evolution of the ePassport
standard, initially implemented in 2004. While
the initial version of the standard focused on the
electronification of the passport data page, LDS 2
will address the electronification of the rest of the
document.

Assets and perspectives
After introducing the national eID, an acceleration of administrative acts for citizens and a better availability of government
services are expected, as well as the creation of transparent and
auditable electronic administrative contacts. These assets should
lead to resource and cost savings, both on the citizens' and the
public sector's side as well as increased government satisfaction
among citizens, entrepreneurs and the general public.
With an increasing amount of issued cards, a consecutive
increase of ID services is expected: the success of the eID depends
directly on them.
Besides the possibilities of using the eID card that have been
mentioned (online authentication, QES), it is also considered to use
the eID card for encryption of sensitive data transmitted between
a citizen and a service provider (as planned for the eHealth card),
sector identification, eVoting, etc. in the future.

The concept of the eID card allows citizens to create new

It aims to remove current limitations of travel documents, such
as visa stickers, which usually feature a separate machine readable
zone, which has to be scanned in addition to the ePassport's own
machine readable zone.
With the LDS2, the visa and entry/exit information will be digitally signed and automatically retrieved from the chip, speeding up
the inspection while at the same time enhancing security.
The next release of the standard will also accommodate additional biometrics, in order to allow the use of proprietary templates
by issuing countries for their own needs.
LDS2 will be limited in scope to include information issued and
approved by government entities only, and there are no plans to
accommodate third party or commercial interests, such as airlines
applications, such as frequent flying programs and boarding passes.

electronic relationships across European borders.
LDS2 will be limited in scope to include information issued
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Besides the public sector, a massive use of the eID functionality in the private sector is expected, e.g. in areas of eBusiness
and eBanking.
The concept of the eID card that has been realized fully
complies with the European Union initiative to create a European
interoperable eID platform – project STORK – that allows citizens
to create new electronic relationships across European borders.
The new identity card enables a trustworthy national authentication that is an expected requirement for engagement in the project
STORK. This enables the Slovak citizens to authenticate and access
electronic services also in other countries of the European Union
using their eID.
security-news.tv

and approved by government entities only.

In order to allow secure post issuance of data in the ePassport
chip, enhanced security mechanisms will be put in place, building
on the European Union's implementation of Extended Access
Control (EAC). The management of access control rights to the
chip (reading and writing) will be handled under the authorization of the issuing member state and using the ICAO Public Key
Directory as a credential broker. This will insure protection of the
passport against malicious writing as well as protection of the citizen's data against access by non-authorized parties.
security-news.tv

The LDS2 application will operate alongside the existing LDS.
Access control will be designed as an integrated whole, while
keeping full backward compatibility.
The chip storage capacity will limit the number of travel
history entries that can be stored. Data management requires to
determine whether the data to be stored is of time limited value
or passport lifetime value. Careful consideration is given to minimizing data and security in order to optimize transaction time.

All data written to the LDS2 application will be signed by the
inspection or visa issuance system storing the data on the chip.

Since LDS2 mimics the booklet's visa, chip-size calculations
should relate to the number of visa pages. Travel records will store
information such as the type (entry, exit, other), travel dates,
destination state, inspection authority, authenticity token.
Visa records will store information such as the issuing state,
the type of visa, the place of issuance, the time validity, the authorized maximum number of entries, visa number, as well as visa
holder data (name, passport number, date of birth, citizenship).
From a security point of view, all data written to the LDS2
application will be signed by the inspection or visa issuance
system storing the data on the chip, to allow verification of the
authenticity of the data and prevent storing invalid data.
The ICAO task force is currently working on the technical
aspects, which are expected to be finalized by the end of 2013,
with first deployments planned for 2015.
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Deciphering the ABC
in the EU, UK
and beyond
…

By Michael Brandau, Giesecke & Devrient

Electronic passports have made it possible to use IT based systems to perform border control
tasks. Meanwhile, e-passports are used in more than 100 countries. More and more countries
in the world make use of the benefits of an electronic passport to solve another, continuously
growing problem: how to handle the increasing numbers of travelers at international borders.
In 2012 an estimated 5.7 billion passengers passed through the world's airports. By 2031 this
figure is projected to double, reaching an estimated 12.2 billion.1 Electronic passports allow
for the use of Automated Border Control (ABC) solutions.
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Deciphering the ABC in the EU, UK and beyond…

Many countries install Automated Border Control (ABC) solutions – at least at their biggest airport – or increase existing ABC
installations to deal with the continuously growing passenger
numbers. In general, every country – of course (at least at first
sight) – chooses its own variant of an ABC implementation as there
is a multitude of ABC solution providers on the market, everyone
with its own flavor of an ABC solution.
Furthermore, every country has its own rules on how to perform
the border control task and specifically the automated version of
it. At least in the Schengen area, these rules are restricted, guided
and thus somehow harmonized by the Schengen border code.
For a frequent traveler (e.g. a business person) who holds an
electronic passport and travels globally, this diversity means that
one has to cope with many different ways of how to use such an
ABC solution. The process might differ from country to country;
it might even be different at different airports in ONE country.
Throughput of ABC gates therefore is not as good as it could be
since people are not familiar with all the different types of gates.

• Analysis of potentials for improvement in several technical
areas has started (handling of travel documents, document
readers, camera technology, etc.)
• First concepts for system design are drafted and will be
aligned with the results of the requirements analysis.
The project has three years and four months more to go.

Giesecke & Devrient's part of the project
As one of the 27 project members, Giesecke & Devrient contributes –
together with the other industry partners – to the realization and
development of the ideas and concepts which are based on the
requirements collected from the stakeholders.
Our main focus of work lies in the software aspects of the
future solution. Here we strongly contribute to the software architecture, drive the development of a flexible, modular ABC software
framework and coordinate the integration of software components
that will be implemented by the other partners.
For instance the system architecture of the harmonized ABC
gate shall support concepts like the Frontex virtual border concept,
as well as EES or RTP programs.

2012 an estimated 5.7 billion passengers passed through the
world's airports. By 2031 this figure is projected to double,
reaching an estimated 12.2 billion.

As a European citizen traveling back and forth a lot to countries outside the Schengen area, one will notice this diversity
throughout the whole of Europe. When leaving the Schengen area
via Frankfurt airport (Germany), one has to have a different kind
of ABC experience than in the UK. In UK the ABC experience
might depend not only on the airport. There are even different
solutions at one airport! This picture continues: the French ABC
differs from the Spanish etc... These few lines give just a first
glimpse of the current situation of ABC in Europe.

FastPass – Scope and Objectives
Security, mobility, and harmonization with efficiency in throughput
and speed: these are the key challenges for border control within
the European Union. Indeed, a continuously increasing travellers
flow wants to cross the Schengen frontiers with maximum convenience and rapidity whereas the border guards have to secure the
border against various threats, among which terrorism, illegal
immigration or crime.
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In this complex context, the FastPass project, co-funded by the
European Union under its Seventh Framework Programme (FP7),
has started. It has been designed to establish and demonstrate a
harmonized, modular approach for Automated Border Control
(ABC) gates.
Gathering 27 partners of seven different member states,
FastPass takes into account the entire ABC value chain – system
and component producers, research institutions, governmental
authorities, end-users – and develops all technologies in a usercentric way. For that matter, the whole innovation process will be
constantly evaluated by the two end-user groups mentioned above:
the travellers and the border guards. FastPass will also exploit the
full potential of electronic travel documents, by using state-ofthe-art identification technologies, such as new biometric modalities, enhanced video surveillance, state-of-the-art document
authentication techniques, and thus reducing the risk of spoofing.
The project is conducted having five objectives in mind:
• First, the integration and harmonization of an upcoming
European EES (Entry / Exit system) and RTP (Registered
Traveller Program) in the ABC system in order to enhance
the European Smart Borders Initiative, aimed at strengthening the overall governance of the Schengen area.
security-news.tv

• Second, harmoniously evaluate the ABC usability, including
relevant technical, social, ethical and legal issues.
• Third, support an innovative border crossing concept, by
developing the interlinked security at the frontiers.
• Fourth, take up the major challenges in areas like document
checking, biometric identification, intelligent surveillance,
interoperability and adaptability of the system architecture
or gate technology and achieve an innovative technological
leadership.
• And, last but not least, enhance the European cooperation.
FastPass will be demonstrated and evaluated thanks to the
implementation of the final solution in at least three different
member states at all types of border – air, land, sea. Numerous
impacts are expected for various areas: identification, monitoring and surveillance, usability and speed, border crossing
process, harmonization and interoperability, passport verification. Now after eight months the project has achieved several
milestones:
• Stakeholder groups have been analyzed and many
interviews have been performed to gather the relevant
requirements.
security-news.tv

FastPass project environment:
EU initiatives and regulations
Some of the FastPass objectives touch EU initiatives or drafts
of regulations that are under controverse discussion. The
Smart Borders initiative with EES and RTP is such a topic, as it
bears critical aspects with respect to privacy (see press release
EDPS/2013/08 of the European Data ProtectionSupervisor from
19 July 2013).
The FastPass project puts a strong focus on securing privacy by
following a privacy-by-design approach. Nevertheless, the progress
of these controverse discussions must and will be followed and
their results must be analysed on their impact on the project's
scope and objectives.
The advancement of the project will be regularly reported to
the public not only through the presence of FastPass' members
at diverse conferences and seminars, but also via the FastPass
website: https:/www.fastpass-project.eu/.
1 ACI Global Traffic Forecast 2012-2031, ACI/DKMA Publications, 2013
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By Eric Billiaert, Gemalto

National eIDs or commercial credentials? Where is the National
eID button to click on? Digital identity can be defined as a set
of digital information belonging to an individual enabling their
unique identification – who am I? – authentication – what
are my rights? – and finally, to grant their consent – called an
electronic signature. It allows the definite ownership of the
digital information involved in the exchange to be established,
promoting secure and simple access to online services.

Click on the
National eID
button
20
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De facto, digital identities lie at the heart of digital trust, and
meet the need to reassure citizens and provide them with the codes
and signs required to guarantee protection of their private life and
personal data.
The central challenge of a strong foundation of trust in the
digital world, of which digital identity is a key component, is to
enable in the shortest time possible the maximum dissemination of
online services. Indeed, this transformation of our socio-economic
exchanges has far surpassed its initial scope, and drives necessary
and integral changes to our societies:
• It establishes the rules and transmits the signs and codes,
which generate trust in digital social exchanges.
• It creates the framework for the protection of identities and
personal data.
• Online services are constantly available, easy to use, and can
be customized to meet user profiles and needs.
• It ensures secure exchanges, which enable a proactive move
to paperless procedures with resultant savings in terms of
maintaining paper files, photocopies, errors in transcribing
information, and improved traceability of the processing
chain.
• It allows for an optimal digital integration of companies,
providing them with the means to considerably increase
their responsiveness and competitiveness.

The concept of soft ID and GAFA initiatives
It should be noted that in compliance with this definition multinational companies such as Google, Amazon, Facebook or Apple
(known by the acronym GAFA) have produced identification data
for their user members in the shape of software-based digital identity (delivered by their applications) and the use of these identifiers
is becoming more widespread and accepted, including for certain
public applications in some Member States.
These software-based identifiers (soft IDs) are the property of
private stakeholders.

Identifiers are mainly used by consumers, and do not offer all
the double safety guarantees generally expected from official
identification systems provided by various public authorities.

These identifiers are mainly used by consumers, and do not
offer all the double safety guarantees generally expected from official identification systems provided by various public authorities
which have maintained forms of identification based on secure
mobile equipment.
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Understanding the challenges relating
to digital trust
The underlying challenge for security in relation to official, legalized and guaranteed forms of identification in the various states
or regions such as the European Union or the United States (with
the NSTIC initiative) is of course the fight against cybercrime
and the creation of a framework of trust for the digital world,
thereby promoting the widest possible dissemination of electronic
exchanges which can drive competitiveness and growth.

This trust rests on processes and conditions regulated by the
laws of States or regions such as the European Union. The digital
world is not exempt from this constant. As for all human activities,
it is subject to current or future jurisdictions.
Regarding the use of this data by private players such as the
GAFA, the commercial value of this knowledge has now been
established, and the power of information and knowledge is wellknown.

The fluid interoperability of services is dependent on this
condition. Very heavy European investment in the interoper-

Trust is a personal cognitive mechanism. Trust is the feeling

ability of identity systems and the digital trust mechanisms

of security or faith a person has in something or someone.

of Member States is therefore entirely justifiable.

By its very nature, trust is a personal cognitive mechanism.
Trust is the feeling of security or faith a person has in something
or someone. In Europe, where the tradition of statutory or written
law is dominant, public authorities have an essential role to play
in this regard: guaranteeing equality in the exercise of rights and
rules for the best collective efficiency and social cohesion. This
authority has a pyramid structure. The trust it generates is transmitted from top to bottom. Nobody can claim public trust if they
have not formally received it from a participant that possesses such
trust. Thanks to this trust in the effective nature of the regulations
which shape social harmony, initiatives nurturing the growth and
diversity of the consumer world can be created.

In Europe public authorities have an essential role to play:
guaranteeing equality in the exercise of rights and rules for

That's why the modernization of identity and social links
should be based on the legal frameworks, which guarantee their
security and efficiency. On this foundation, the private world can
amplify the movement and create thousands of services, which
will then be consumed by citizens of their own free will, but based
on minimum guarantees common to all services. The fluid interoperability of services is dependent on this condition. Very heavy
European investment in the interoperability of identity systems
and the digital trust mechanisms of Member States is therefore
entirely justifiable.
This digital modernization of social cohesion is especially
prevalent in all e-Government programs, which recreate the best
possible conditions for citizens to access all the services provided
by public organizations. These programs are called e-Government
2.0 to better highlight the intention to focus on the needs of each
and every citizen.

the best collective efficiency and social cohesion.

From eGovernment 2.0 to eProcurement
In terms of regulation, this trust is first and foremost generated
by political will and operating methods. This has been perfectly
understood in the regulation of the crisis of confidence, which has
affected the euro. Confidence returned after the financial authorities were given the means to intervene directly as market regulators. The market has therefore provided renewed impetus to this
change.
In addition, for there to be momentum catalyzing the growth
of online exchange, we need digital trust, in particular for source
or root identification data, guaranteed by a strong, operative, credible authority defending public and social interests, promoting the
ethics, collective direction and regulations which form the basis of
a sustainable society.
security-news.tv

The feedback and public maturity acquired in terms of the
modernization of the State now enables us to better understand
and respond to the deep-set aspirations of citizens, and therefore
offer an e-Government 2.0 approach built around them, over
and above an optimization of the processes of public-sector back
offices.
Over the last 15 years, great work has been carried out the
Member States to create modern, secure identity documents for
a fluid expansion of services into digital channels, considerably
improving prevention and fight against social fraud.
These advances have consolidated the circle of trust linking
the citizen and State, through:
security-news.tv
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Social harmony now rests on a dual logic, which all our regulatory
frameworks have to be adapted to. This duality consists of:
• A global or macro-economic vision for everything related to
production, finance and consumption exchanges.
• A local or micro-economic vision for everything directly
related to people and their relationship to social cohesion.
Globalization and the need to strengthen local services are far
from incompatible; they simply represent the new state of social
balance, and have to be invested in concurrently.
Reaching out to citizens is therefore an essential factor for
the modernization of the State and regions. As a result, we should
understand that digital modernization cannot be considered
without the essential component of regional development, which
provides the relevant infrastructure. Not everything can be accomplished via digital channels.

We should understand that digital modernization
cannot be considered without the essential component of
regional development.

STORK is a competitiveness and innovation framework program, co-funded by EU. It aims at implementing an EU wide interoperable system for recognition of eID and authentication
that will enable businesses, citizens and government employees to use their national electronic identities in any Member State.

• a "sovereign" vision of identity protection (even if the service
is provided by a private company it is guaranteed by the State)
• better transparency and better guarantees for the use of
personal data
• better administrative efficiency for requests for secure
documents and the processing of citizen files.
The challenge for EU Member States is to improve the
deployment of remote public services.
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The challenge for EU Member States is to improve the deployment of remote public services. This change must enable public
services to join the ranks of the best services in the private sphere,
such as in the insurance, banking, or financial sectors.
But other challenges lie ahead during these times of crisis and
questioning of our traditional regulatory frameworks, not least in
understanding that the social transformation which we have seen
over the last 20 years from a universal standpoint stems from a
deregulation of intermediary authorities and the opening up of
borders. The digital world has catalyzed this irreversible shift.
security-news.tv

The cohesion and future of our society still requires physical
points of contact for a long time yet. These spaces, where human
interactions enable the teaching of change, are necessary. They are
also a place for the delivery of the physical component of services
and therefore represent fundamental values in our society, such
as solidarity.
Digital modernization and trust therefore also concern the
welcome areas and one-stop-shops which in local locations enable
access through ICT to all the services of the State, administrations
and local authorities.
Proximity is a central value of a sustainable society, reaching
out to individuals. This society is therefore naturally built up
around physical points of service at the heart of areas where
people live. The following are some examples of areas in which
local digital services are seeing strong growth:
•
•
•
•

Medicine and healthcare
Education and teaching
Services to develop the social and solidarity economy
The services of the quaternary sector of the economy for
personal assistance
• Services for local exchanges between citizens, organized
by public authorities or others.
In all these areas the reliable identification of citizens is a key
factor for the success of developments.
security-news.tv
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Physically Unique Identities

Physically
Unique
identities

By Dominik Merli and Georg Sigl, Fraunhofer AISEC

Identification and authentication are two essential
security features for a variety of embedded systems,
including electronic ID documents, automotive
control units or lightweight RFID tags. However,
there are applications, for which it is not affordable
to equip devices with secure Non-Volatile Memory
(NVM), leaving the question how to integrate a
cost-effective device identity. Physical Unclonable
Functions (PUFs) represent a promising solution to
identify and authenticate CMOS devices based on
physical characteristics without requiring on-chip
NVM. However, PUFs also face a variety of attacks.
Therefore, they have to be thoroughly analyzed and
hardened, in order to establish them as a reliable
security primitive for embedded systems.
26
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Secure machine to machine communication, which is the basis
for all future cyber physical systems or the internet of things,
can only be achieved with reliable identification and authentication mechanisms for embedded systems. One way to implement
secure identities for electronic components is the usage of NonVolatile Memory (NVM), which is programmed by the component
manufacturer with a unique identification number and a secret
key for authentication. However, on-chip NVM is expensive in
production costs, because special processes are necessary. OneTime Programmables (OTPs), e.g., fuses burned by a laser during
manufacturing, are a low-cost alternative, but these structures can
easily be identified and read-out by optical inspection.
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are physical structures,
which yield device-specific responses, i.e., measurement results,
after configuring a physical system by a challenge input. On the
one hand, they are cheaper in production than secure NVM, on
the other hand, they establish a higher barrier to extract the secret
bits by optical/physical analyses than OTPs do. During the last
decade, several implementations of PUFs have been introduced

Physically Unique Identities

and analyzed, which can be implemented in standard CMOS
technology. Components, such as, ring oscillators, SRAM cells,
delay paths and bistable rings can be used to derive a chip-unique
bit pattern, because the electrical properties of these structures
are prone to uncontrollable random process variations. Because
these unique component properties are similar to human features
in biometric systems, PUFs are also referred to as 'fingerprints of
microchips' or 'biometrics of material'.

For this architecture, the challenge input selects the ROs that are
compared to each other. In order to generate a secret key, several
challenges have to be applied to the RO PUF circuit. One way
to achieve independent comparison results is to compare RO1
to RO2, RO2 to RO3, RO3 to RO4 and so on. The collection of
the corresponding response bits can then be used as a basis to
generate a secret key that enables cryptographic algorithms and
protocols.

Unique Ring Oscillator frequencies

Attacking and hardening RO PUFs

One of the most famous and best-analyzed PUF architectures is
the Ring Oscillator PUF (RO PUF). It measures RO frequencies,
which are unique for each device due to manufacturing variations. Then, a relative comparison of two measurement values
leads to a binary response, which already partly compensates for
temperature and voltage variations that influence RO frequencies.

At Fraunhofer AISEC, not only efficient and reliable implementations of RO PUFs are part of the PUF research. Another important aspect is to identify vulnerabilities of PUF implementations
before they make their way into security products. For the above
explained RO PUF, researchers at Fraunhofer AISEC discovered
that its weak ElectroMagnetic (EM) emissions can be observed

by high-resolution EM measurements, which reveals the secret
physical properties an RO PUF is built on1.
For this type of attack, a tiny EM probe is moved over the
surface of a chip in order to locate a position where the RO PUF
emission can be observed best. During this procedure, EM emission traces of an RO PUF challenge sequence can be recorded. After
processing the traces, the frequency spectrum for every challenge
reveals two significant RO frequencies corresponding to the two
ROs compared for this challenge. However, this alone would not
be critical for an RO PUF's security. The final step of mapping the
found frequencies to the physically implemented ROs reveals all its
secrets. It can be achieved because of the overlapping comparison
sequence, i.e., RO2 is part of the first and the second comparison,
RO3 is part of the second and the third comparison, and so on.
Thereby, a frequency can be assigned to every RO, which results in
a full RO PUF model.

Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are cheaper in produc
tion than secure NVM. They establish a higher barrier to extract
the secret bits by optical/physical analyses than OTPs do.
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The shown attack indicates that overlapping comparisons have
to be avoided for secure RO PUF implementations. However, in the
standard case of having two frequency measurement counters, this
leads to a doubling of required ROs for the same number of response
bits. On the other hand, implementing a counter for each RO would
be the second secure option, because overlapping comparisons of
concurrently measured ROs would not compromise an RO PUF's
security. However, this would involve even more area overhead. At
Fraunhofer AISEC, this problem is approached by finding an efficient compromise between the number of counters and the number
of required ROs. Thereby, both security and implementation costs
are considered for the design of RO PUF modules.
Researchers at Fraunhofer AISEC have also discovered more
enhanced attacks on RO PUFs2, for which they can provide countermeasures. Further, they investigated how side-channel attacks
can be mounted on key generation algorithms, which are necessary for reliable PUF-based key storage, and proposed resistant
architectures 3,4.
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Formalizing the border control process

Formalizing the
border control process
By Florian Rienhardt, BSI

Modern electronic identity documents do not just
feature optical-physical content and corresponding
physical security properties. Since the introduction
of electronic passports and electronic identity cards,
the built in RF-chip is a modern identity document's
additional and essential protection feature that
increases the overall security and confidence into
such documents.

Through the use of advanced document scanner technology
paired with custom-tailored document inspection software, it
is possible to verify and to compare all the data printed on the
document or stored on a chip within seconds and to check if the
identity document is original, valid and not manipulated. By using
biometric matching algorithms, agencies are also able to verify a
person in real-time against the genuine biometric data stored on
the RF-chip of an identity document.

Challenges
Although it is – in theory – possible to perform checks on
the electronic part of modern identity documents only, a typical
document inspection also relies on the optical-physical features
of identity documents to read and process the visual inspection
zone, MRZ or CAN in further steps interconnecting with the
RF-Chip. Machine assisted inspection systems also perform
cross-checks between the electronic part of a given document
and the optical-physical part. For example, doing a cross-check
of the printed MRZ against the MRZ in data group 1 of the chip
or a basic "comparison by view"-check between the facial image
printed on the identity document against the biometric photo
stored in data group 2 etc.
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The number of electronic identity documents issued is still rising.
For example, in Germany about 90% of the issued passports are
ePassports and the last "classic" German non-chip passport
becomes invalid in 2015. With a volume of about 30 million
border crossings at the Frankfurt Airport Schengen Border for
example, checking identity documents by hand is neither reasonable nor practical. Automated and machine assisted document
inspection systems must be installed to guarantee fast entry-exit
and an overall short exposure time at a checkpoint without any
security impacts.
security-news.tv

Coexisting with the classic, stationary booth control scenarios,
more and more flexible, mobile and volatile control scenarios,
and fully mobile document checking booths, ABC-gates, in-car
checkpoints etc are coming up. Worldwide developments and
the installation of automated border control gates (ABC-gates),
like EasyPASS in Germany will result in self-service systems
being increasingly used by passengers in the near future. To be
future-proof, reliable document inspection systems should also
take different document scenarios, environments and inspection
systems into account.
Despite the organizational and technical circumstances with
respect to the environment of a document checking process, modern
inspection systems should also support all the various features and
different protocols modern electronic identity documents come
along with.
Over the years, a rising ecosystem has grown, with manufactures
of security paper and RF-based security chips, optical and electronic
readers and document inspection software systems inventing and
marketing their products all over the world. As noted above, beside
these technical requirements, such systems are installed within
different environments and with different needs. With respect to
these volatile settings a consistent document inspection system
should at least handle the following principal points:
security-news.tv

• How to define a whole and general document checking
process in the context of official document checks
• How to perform consistent checks on different identity
documents at border control /entry-exit booths, ABC-gates,
stop-and-search operations etc
• How to consistently check documents on changing systems
• How to audit, review, evaluate and rate different document
inspection systems and their inspection performance from a
global and centered point of view

Formalizing the border control process in a
Technical Guideline
There are already existing standards, specifications and guidelines, such as the ICAO DOC 9303 or the FRONTEX best practice
guidelines regarding document inspection, but they do not specify
a whole machine assisted document inspection process nor how
to do process identity documents in border control scenarios in
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general. Having generalized specification and definitions of such
a process is very important for national and international tenders
and also to successfully operate such systems with constant quality
of service over a specific period of time.
The German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI)
in collaboration with the Federal Criminal Police (BKA) and the
Federal Police (Bundespolizei) composed the Technical Guideline TR-03135 that contributes to the new conditions regarding
modern, machine assisted document inspection processes and
systems. The guideline builds on and extends the requirements
for document inspection as defined in the FRONTEX best practice
guidelines. The content of the Technical Guideline is a normative
description of the necessary requirements and procedures that are
required for a fully featured check on modern electronic identity
documents.

A typical document inspection also relies on the opticalphysical features of identity documents to read and process
the visual inspection zone, MRZ or CAN in further steps
interconnecting with the RF-Chip.

The Technical Guideline is multi vendor capable with respects
to current state of the art document inspection systems right on
the market. It formulates, specifies and defines
• good practice document inspection environments, featuring
different scenarios like classical control booths, furthermore
new developments like ABC-gates, ultra mobile document
inspection systems etc.
• optical-physical document checks regarding most of the
currently used optical-physical features on printed identity
documents like classical OCR-reading, Visual-InspectionZone parsing, visual-, UV- and IR-light absorption, including
pattern checks on such illuminated regions etc.
• electronic checks with respect to all well known ePassport
and eID protocols such as BAC, PACE, Passive Authentication Active Authentication, Chip Authentication and
Terminal Authentication.
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Logging and auditing the technical steps of
document checks
Besides the document inspection process, the Technical Guideline also describes a logging format given in XML, which allows
to monitor and to rate all technical activities carried out during
a document inspection process. The logging and auditing scheme
generally measures the quality of the document inspection processes across different environments, regardless of the finally used
hard- and software systems.
This is used, in particular, to optimize the process of machine
assisted document inspection, to adapt to new situations and to
ensure that reliability, quality, transparency and traceability is in
place. In this way, for example, characteristics of certain chips can be
identified in order to customize the software in a timely manner should
there be problems e. g. in checking a specific identity document.
The Technical Guideline proposes a central logging server that
collects all technical information from all connected inspection
systems attached to the overall document inspection environment,
regardless of a single implementation. Again, the Technical Guideline is completely vendor independent, making the document inspection systems multi vendor capable and thus the logging completely
independent from a specific implementation or environment.

Conclusion
The Technical Guideline TR-03135 normatively describes requirements and procedures that are e. g. required for a whole document
check process in border control scenarios. The Technical Guideline
builds on and extends the requirements for document inspection
as defined in the FRONTEX best practice guidelines. The guideline is multi-vendor capable with respect to the current state of the
art document checking systems right on the market. It is actively
edited and maintained by BSI, BKA and Bundespolizei and feedback by the industry is highly appreciated at any time.
Right now, the guideline is available only in German, but it
is planned to be translated into English language in 2014. The
guideline and the XML logging scheme is available for download
at: http://goo.gl/C52YD5.
security-news.tv
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A Shifting Paradigm

From a global perspective, large population pockets often
exist in remote or outlying areas far from a central ID issuance
facility. For those citizens, it is neither feasible nor economical to
travel what can sometimes be hundreds of miles to reach them.
In fact, in a June 2013 Security Document World (SDW) survey
of global security professionals, 97 percent of the respondents
ranked the convenience of a decentralized enrollment and issuance model as a top decision-making factor in making the shift
from a centralized to decentralized issuance model. Respondents
also felt that decentralized enrollment and issuance provides a
much more cost-effective method for card delivery. Moreover,
decentralized models were once considered vulnerable to criminal influences and security risks but massive leaps in operational, hardware and facility security have altered this reality.
Ironically today, governments with a centralized model are now
viewed as the higher risk scenario. Offering remote citizens an
opportunity to register and/or renew secure ID cards by mail,
this process exposes both governments and citizens to the risk of
someone intercepting personal data and/or personalized credentials before they reaches their destination.

A shifting paradigm
By Craig Sandness, HID Global

Ironically today, governments with a centralized model
are now viewed as the higher risk scenario. This process
exposes both governments and citizens to the risk of
someone intercepting personal data and/or personalized
credentials before they reaches their destination.

Whether in smaller city centers, geographically remote locations, or dispersed areas of regions such as Latin America and
other regions worldwide, the value proposition of 'instant on-site
issuance' is real. Beyond the tangible – the intangible benefits of a
more satisfied population are huge. Adding to this equation is the
opportunity for governments to create new revenue streams and at
the same time offer new, local employment opportunities.

Innovation factor

According to ABI Research, governments are increasingly
deploying advanced national ID cards to:
• Improve security
• Increase multi-application adoption
• Streamline existing services
Beyond the more publicly discussed innovations associated
with the design of secure ID programs, a fundamental issue
has come to the forefront. Similar to the computer and energy
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industries which witnessed the enormous shift from centralized
computing and power generation to more efficient and 'smarter'
decentralized paradigms, the Government-to-Citizen ID sector
is also undergoing a massive shift. Governments are looking for
solutions to meet growing market demand for the decentralization of secure ID issuance. More specifically, today's citizens are
demanding instant issuance of secure IDs which means faster
processing, added conveniences, and a reduction in cost and time
for citizens.
security-news.tv

Enabling the transition from a centralized to decentralized issuance model is the ability to deliver advanced personalization technologies from ID issuance equipment featuring lower costs, small
footprints and higher volume output. In SDW's survey of global
security professionals, 73 percent of all respondents cited system
scalability and flexibility as a primary motivation to shift to a
decentralized issuance solution. New high-performance industrial
desktop printers provide the security, scalability and system flexibility at a price point that allows governments to confidently mass
produce secure IDs in a distributed issuance manner.
security-news.tv

This new wave of identity personalization technologies is
capable of replicating the output of large centralized facilities
with greater efficiency and economies of scale. Some governments
have even successfully implemented hybrid programs combining
elements of centralized, decentralized and even mobile issuance/
delivery units to meet the needs of both the government and its
citizens while solving the geographic challenges of the country's
population.

Secure, cost-effective delivery of eIDs
A distributed model utilizes multiple, high-powered secure issuance systems located in geographically dispersed locations. While
governments were historically concerned with this decentralized
model and its exposure to greater security risks, these concerns
have all but faded as issuance technologies and processes have
matured. Other concerns [cited in the survey] that have kept
governments from investing in decentralization surround inventories and people, which are inherently difficult to manage in
a distributed environment and are challenged by operational
improvements and on-the-ground experience. Ultimately however,
governments are discovering the greater benefits of the decentralized model which enables them to securely and cost-effectively
deliver eIDs and make life easier for their citizens – especially
those citizens living in rural areas outside of the city center.

Governments are discovering the greater benefits
of the decentralized model which enables them to securely
and cost-effectively deliver eIDs and make life easier
for their citizens.

For the citizens of Costa Rica, this paradigm shift has accelerated the slow roll-out of the country's new technology-advanced
Foreign Resident ID program to its approximately 200,000 legal
foreign residents. By selecting the most secure ID technology available today, cards issued to legitimate residents cannot be stolen
and fraudulently converted to accommodate another person's
identity. This said, while it was important to issue these new eID
cards as quickly as possible – the process was cumbersome and
slow. Before adopting a distributed model, foreign residents were
required to make appointments to "enroll" the information needed
to produce a personalized card. Waiting times for these appointments were long, which slowed down the overall processing
time for the program. To accelerate the enrollment and issuance
process, the Department of Immigration of Costa Rica (DGME)
teamed with Banco de Costa Rica (BCR) to open 50 secure, data
capture stations at 25 BCR branches nationwide. By implementing
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this distributed model, Costa Rica has sped up its fight against
counterfeiting while simultaneously normalizing the status of its
migrant population.

The value of a citizen-centric model
78 percent of the respondents in SDW's survey of security professionals believe decentralization will make life easier for citizens. By
offering citizens a distributed issuance option, citizens enjoy greater
convenience through instant issuance. Additionally, card issuance
locations are afforded opportunities for new revenue streams.
For example, in Argentina, San Luis State is a pioneer in leveraging technology to better government services. San Luis State
needed 400,000 eIDs coupled with the objective of improving
the government's revenue stream, modernizing the State's services and establishing a flexible and scalable services platform.
The end solution was an effective combination of centralized and
decentralized issuance consisting of 75 new printers featuring
the latest in advanced printing technologies. The State's new eIDs
offer multiple application capabilities as well as co-branding
opportunities.
Another example is Mexico City's recent driver's license
project. As one of Latin America's largest cities, Mexico City has
a huge population spread across a wide expanse – 9,640 KM2.
To address this enormous challenge, the city set out to create
multiple secure card issuance points within each of the city's 56
boroughs and municipalities. The end result was 159 scalable,
decentralized secure printing systems spread throughout the city
that together created a future-proofed infrastructure.
In purely economic terms, the decision to move to a distributed model revolves around the volume of ID card output, the
level of required infrastructure investment and for some governments, the relative costs and risks of ID card distribution.
Governments are especially keen to make the shift when the ID
card distribution costs outweigh the cost of the document or the
risk of theft through traditional distribution methods is high.

Secure, integrated enrollment processes
Achieving issuance security is also a matter of implementing
secure, integrated enrollment processes. The goal is to reduce
the opportunity for fraud at every stage of enrollment and issuance. For the government of Angola this meant designing a fraudresistant, end-to-end workflow via a modular issuance system – a
daunting task given that the majority of its 16 million citizens live
in remote, widely dispersed rural areas.
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In addition to helping achieve the government's vision to
provide one legal identity per person with the built-in capability
to easily add future applications and functions, the government
also specified a solution that would allow for distributed data
capture and issuance, and a credential that would enable the
secure storage and transportability of digital personal, biometric
and demographic information stored on the card itself.

Achieving issuance security is also a matter of implementing
secure, integrated enrollment processes.

The new ID card program met these challenges by deploying
mobile data capture and card issuance units in addition to the
approximately 160 urban facilities. Data is sent back to the centers
via secure satellite transmission, or uploaded in batches once
the mobile units return to a city data center. The mobile units
also undertake issuance of the final ID credentials to outlying
areas. In order to obtain their new ID card, each cardholder must
provide a fingerprint and/or iris scan, which is matched against
the biometric data on the card. Although the program is currently
at a relatively early stage of issuance, this has already proven to
have prevented a number of attempts at fraud.

Conclusion
Clearly distributed issuance is emerging in a similar paradigm
shift as was witnessed in the computer industry when computing
power moved from the mainframe to the network and desktop.
Social dynamics are driving the need for distributed issuance.
Decision makers in more mature markets are increasingly likely
to view 'citizens as customers' who have come to expect high
levels of service delivery, and thus are adopting distributed issuance models in an effort to build more citizen-centric programs.
From this perspective, not only is instant issuance for citizens
possible, but it is critical.
In less mature markets distributed issuance is growing in
popularity to help address social and geographic considerations that have not been easily addressed through a centralized
approach. These factors include:
• Large-scale movement of people (political, economic,
criminal)
• Remote, widespread populations
• Lack of security, social services and legal rights
• Absence of widespread IT and communications
infrastructure.
security-news.tv
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The Swiss peak of innovation

The Swiss peak of innovation
An interview with Ulrich Walter, Rolic Technologies

Silicon Trust met with Ulrich Walter, Head of the Business Unit Security at Swiss security
company Rolic Technologies, to find out a bit more about this latest Silicon Trust partner.
Today, top manufacturers of optical security elements with high-resolution motifs and designs
rely on forgery-proof technology from Rolic for banknotes, credit cards, passports or brand
logos on packaging.

Rolic prides itself to be all about unique, cutting-edge
Swiss technology. What exactly does that mean?
With a history of twenty plus years and being a previous offshoot
of Hofmann LaRoche, Rolic has always created plentiful innovative
optical effects and chemical materials for the Display industry. In
the LCD market about 20% of all LCD TVs today are based on Rolic
know-how and materials, even the latest 3D models. With billions
being spent on production equipment by companies such as Sharp,
LG, etc. incorporating Rolic's LCMO technology, we can proudly say
that Swiss quality standards were and are an absolute must for this
business. The same principle of highest quality standards combined
with a continuously growing portfolio of next generation products
and solutions is valid and relevant for the Security market sector.
Since 2010 Rolic has adopted a broader business model for the
High Security Market whereby we do not just offer our technology
as a license and supply combination but also ready-made or semifinished products such as hot-stamping foils, overlays etc.. This new
concept is receiving a very positive market feedback currently, not
only from end users but also partners from the industry.

How important is innovation and R&D to Rolic?

Ulrich Walter, Rolic Technologies
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Rolic's success today would have been impossible without
continued investment in R&D and resulting innovation. We
currently spend about 20% of our annual revenue for R&D. Rolic's
security-news.tv

technical infrastructure comprises a wide range of sophisticated
tools and equipment spread over 2,500 m2 of lab space, including a
220 m2 clean room as well as chemical and application labs. Rolic's
interdisciplinary R&D team of highly skilled chemists, physicists
and engineers is therefore able to cover the whole development
chain from molecular design through to chemical synthesis,
optical modeling and prototyping and finally device manufacturing on pilot machines. The interdisciplinary set up of Rolic is
one of the reasons why Rolic is an attractive industrial partner for
many customers and partners worldwide.

In the world of ID documents, the last decade has been
dominated by the topic of electronic security, namely the
integrated chip, and less by the need for innovation in
optical security features. Is there still demand in the
international market for innovative products in this field?
Clearly, Yes! Although many innovations are centering around eID
applications & security features for data exchange etc. I still believe
that first level security features such as OVIs, DOVDs, intaglio
printing etc. will continue to be the most important elements for
the general public to check authenticity of travel and other ID
documents, for various purposes. Just recently several European
police officers confirmed to me during a technical discussion that
especially for them these optical security features are most important – as few of them carry a chip reading device on the streets.
security-news.tv

A Swiss border control expert went even further in saying that,
although most companies present and introduce more and more
complex features every month – but in the end what they really
need and appreciate, are simple, secure optical effects which can
be easily inspected, without too much expert know-how or special
tools. The latter is one of the main reasons why Rolic has focused
on a combination of non-holographic first level effects and hidden
images/patterns which can be seen with the help of simple tools
such as smartphone displays or polarised sunglasses.

You are responsible for the Business Unit "Security".
What are the key challenges of the coming year
within this market?
Last year we had an initial success with Peoples Bank of China
issuing the first banknote ever to include a Rolic optical security
element. Therefore we now intend to establish a significantly larger
sales and technical presence not just in Asia, but also worldwide,
in order to attract more customers in this segment. In the ID
market we want to be the frontrunner of the industry who is able
to offer personalized DOVDs together with the equipment needed
to create them. I guess this "system approach" can be regarded as
the third pillar of my business unit in the near future – needless to
say that we will have to focus on the best implementation methods,
find suitable partners for production and distribution and last but
not least, experts who will help us realize this new concept.
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2013 Silicon Trust
People News
New path for G&D's management board

Stefan Auerbach, new head of the Mobile Security business unit

Identive announces new chairman of the
board and management team promotions
Identive Group announced Steven Humphreys as
its new chairman of the board and the promotion of
Lawrence W. Midland to president and Dr. Manfred
Mueller to chief operating officer of the company.
Steven Humphreys, 52, has been a director of the company
since 1996, an independent director since 2000, and previously
served as chairman of the board from 2000 to 2007. From 1996 to
2000 he also served in the roles of president and chief executive
officer. Humphreys succeeds Ayman S. Ashour.
Dr. Manfred Mueller, 43, has been with Identive for over 13
years in a variety of roles, focused on sales, marketing and operations. He has been an executive officer of the company since 2006,
most recently heading Identive's global products business, which
comprises approximately half of the company's revenues.
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Under Dr. Walter Schlebusch, who
took over as CEO and Chairman of
the Management Board on June 1, 2013, leadership of G&D's two
largest business units will be transferred to new Board members
as of December 1, 2013. The CEO himself has been in charge of
the Banknote business unit on an interim basis since June, and
will hand over this role to Ralf Wintergerst (51). At the same time,
Stefan Auerbach (50) will take over leadership of the Mobile Security business unit from Michael Kuemmerle (44), who has decided
to leave the company. The Government Solutions business unit
will remain under the leadership of Hans Wolfgang Kunz, who
has been part of G&D's Management Board since 1996. Dr. Peter
Zattler, a Management Board member since 2001, will continue as
Chief Financial Officer and Director of Labor Relations.
Mr. Wintergerst, who will be responsible for the Banknote business unit, has held various management positions at Giesecke &
Devrient since 1998 and been Head of the company's Banknote
Processing division since 2006. The future Head of Mobile Security,
Mr. Auerbach, has accumulated many years of experience in the IT
sector, most recently as a member of the Board of Directors at Wincor
Nixdorf. Michael Kuemmerle, who began his career at Giesecke &
Devrient in 2000 and has been Head of the Mobile Security business
unit since July 1, 2006, is leaving the company by his own choice.

Concerning the future of Identive's government related business
Manfred Müller told Vault Magazine: "During September Identive
announced changes to our executive leadership and board and
reiterated our focus on the core activities for which the company
is best known: providing great products and solutions for Secure
Access. Our historic focus on the logical and physical access
markets remains unchanged and is in fact stronger than ever.
Government ID remains a significant component of Identive's
business worldwide, and we are leveraging our know-how in this
market to offer government-grade, high assurance solutions to
our enterprise customers. We continue to expand our portfolio of
leading smart card readers and tokens and to build out our nextgeneration HIRSCH platform for physical access control. We are
also using our expertise and capabilities in cloud-based identity
management and secure mobile authentication to provide our
customers with a clear pathway to incorporate these emerging
technologies."
security-news.tv
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The Silicon Trust
The industry's premier silicon based
security partner program
The Silicon Trust is a well-established marketing program for
smart card solutions with high visibility in the worldwide government and identification (ID) markets. With over 30 companies
along the value chain, the Silicon Trust forms a strong community of like-minded companies.
The Silicon Trust program focuses
primarily on:
– Educating government decision makers about technical possibilities of ID systems and solutions
– Development and implementation of marketing material and
educational events
– Bringing together leading players from the public and private
sectors with industry and government decision makers
– Identifying the latest ID projects, programs and technical trends

increasingly mobile and networked world, e.g. for mobile payments,
system security and secure electronic sovereign documents. Infineon
has developed innovative, hardware-based security solutions for
over 25 years and has been the world market leader for 14 years.
www.infineon.com

Advisory Board
The Silicon Trust Advisory Board supports the Executive Board
in defining the direction of the program in terms of public policy
and scientific relevance.

interoperability and compliance are tested to give clients targeted,
effective advice. Strategic partnerships with global corporations as
well as with internationally recognized universities guarantee scientific excellence as well as its market-driven implementation.
www.aisec.fraunhofer.de

Giesecke & Devrient

BSI

Silicon Trust Partners

Giesecke & Devrient (G&D) is a
leading international technology
provider headquartered in Munich,
Germany. Founded in 1852, the company primarily supplies central and commercial banks, cash-in-transit companies, and security
printers with innovative technologies that render the cash cycle
efficient and secure. As an end-to-end provider of smartcard and
mobile security solutions, the Group develops and distributes hardware, software, and services to a client base that includes banks,
mobile network operators, transportation companies, business enterprises, and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Governments and public authorities turn to G&D for passport, ID card, and
border control systems, ensuring reliable identity verification.
www.gi-de.com

Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik – The German Federal Office
for Information Security (BSI) is an independent and neutral authority for IT security. It has been established in 1991 as a high level federal public
agency within the area of responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior. The BSI's ultimate ambition is the protection of information
and communication.
Especially in the area of smart card technology, BSI is responsible
for the design and definition of secure solution requirements for
governmental identification documents. The German ePassport
has been introduced in 2005, the second ePassport generation
followed 2007, and starting in 2010 the all-new German eID card
has opened a new trustworthy approach to Internet authentication
for all German citizens. Security of all these documents is based on
BSI specifications, developed in close collaboration with European/
international standardization bodies and leading industry partners.
www.bsi.bund.de

Executive Board
Gemalto
The Executive Board has been the steering committee of the
Silicon Trust since 2008. Jointly, the three companies drive the
Silicon Trust by defining the topics and directions of the program's publications, workshops and meetings.

Infineon Technologies
Infineon Technologies AG, Neubiberg, Germany,
offers semiconductor and system solutions addressing three central challenges to modern society: energy efficiency, mobility, and security. In the 2011 fiscal
year (ending September 30), the company reported sales of Euro
4.0 billion with close to 26,000 employees worldwide. Based on its
core competencies in the fields of security, contactless communication and integrated microcontroller solutions (Embedded Control), Infineon offers a comprehensive portfolio of semiconductorbased security products for many chip card and security
applications. Infineon uses this expertise to increase security in an
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Gemalto is world leader in digital security
with over 10,000 employees operating out
of 87 offices and 13 Research & Development centers in 45 countries. Gemalto is at the heart of our
evolving digital society. Billions of people worldwide increasingly want the freedom to communicate, travel, shop, bank, entertain, and work – anytime, anywhere, in ways that are convenient, enjoyable and secure. In the public sector, Gemalto
provides secure documents, robust identity solutions and services for governments, national printers and integrators in the
service of citizens. Its products and solutions are deployed in
more than 60 government programs worldwide, including 36 issuance and 16 enrollment projects.
Gemalto is contributing to more than 25 ePassport initiatives; over
15 eID national programs and is active in all major eHealthcare
schemes and numerous e-driving license, vehicle registration and
tachograph projects.
www.gemalto.com
security-news.tv

Fraunhofer AISEC
Fraunhofer AISEC supports firms from all
industries and service sectors in securing
their systems, infrastructures, products
and offerings. The institution develops qualitatively high-value
security technologies, which increase the reliability, trustworthiness and tamper-resistance of IT-based systems and products.
The approximately 80 members of the Fraunhofer AISEC scientific
and technical staff balance economic needs, user-friendliness,
and security requirements to develop optimally tailored concepts
and solutions.
The security test labs are equipped with state-of-the-art equipment, and highly qualified security experts evaluate and analyze
the security of products and hardware components as well as software products and applications. In our laboratories, functionality,
security-news.tv

Partners of the Silicon Trust are a vital element of the program.
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are
international representatives of the ID industry. They all share
one common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to promote the need for silicon-based security technologies.

AdvanIDe
Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the
leading silicon distributors, focused on
components for RFID transponders, chip
cards and RFID readers and terminals. Thanks to its optimized
semiconductor supply chain, AdvanIDe can guarantee manufacturers of smart cards, RFID transponders and readers the most efficient access to the latest semiconductors.
Acting as an independent supplier, AdvanIDe has a long track
record in interpreting evolving needs by the smartcard industry in
the different regions of the world, thanks to our world-wide presence. AdvanIDe concentrates on proactively identifying emerging
trends in order to anticipate rising demand and guarantee prompt
availability of the required component in adequate volumes via
cost-effective mode.
www.advanide.com

Agfa
Agfa is commercially active worldwide
through wholly owned sales organizations
in more than 40 countries. In 2011 the
Group achieved a turnover of 3,023 million Euro. Agfa develops,
produces and sells special films for the card industry. PETixTM is
a range of high-performance polyester films, for cards with a lifetime
above 10 years and a high chemical, scratch and thermal resistance.
www.agfa.com
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ATOS

cryptovision

HID Global

Atos SE (Societas europaea) is an international
information technology services company with
annual 2012 revenue of EUR 8.8 billion and
76,400 employees in 47 countries. Serving a global client base, it
delivers hi-tech transactional services, consulting and technology
services, systems integration and managed services. With its
deep technology expertise and industry knowledge, it works with
clients across the following market sectors: Manufacturing, Retail,
Services; Public, Health & Transports; Financial Services; Telecoms, Media & Technology; Energy & Utilities.
www.atos.net

cryptovision is a leading supplier of innovative cryptography & public key infrastructure (PKI) products. The lean
and intelligent design of the complete product range makes it
possible to integrate the most modern cryptography and PKI application into any IT system. All products are continually provided
with state-of-the-art cryptographic algorithms. In addition, the
implementation of forward-looking technologies, such as elliptical curve cryptography (ECC), for example, ensures the products
already comply with many future requirements.
Technology from cryptovision forms an integral part of many different kinds of industry-specific devices, such as bankcards, passport control systems, control units for automobiles, military command systems, eBilling, ePayment, satellites, speed cameras, and
many other applications. What is more, cryptovision PKI products
secure the IT infrastructures of diverse sectors of the economy, as
the range of our references from private enterprise to government
agencies attests.
The highly qualified consultancy services provided underpin the
effective integration of the security products. The consultancy
service spectrum ranges from the risk analysis of subsystems
or standalone systems to the design of complete cross-platform
cryptographic architectures.
www.cryptovision.com

HID Global Government ID Solutions is dedicated to delivering highly secure, custom government-to-citizen ID programs worldwide. HID
Global Government ID Solutions offers government customers
an end-to-end source for their most demanding state and national ID projects. With Genuine HID™, customers benefit from
the industry's broadest portfolio of trusted, interoperable secure
identity solutions across all aspects of the government identification market. Genuine HID solutions are designed and built in
ISO 9001 certified facilities; include worldwide agency certifications; and are backed by global product warranties.
Government ID Solutions offerings include expert consulting
services, data capture, credential management and issuance
solutions, world-leading credentials and e-documents, readers,
inlays, prelaminates, LaserCard® optical security media technology, and FARGO® card printers.
www.hidglobal.com

Baltech
BALTECH is specialized in ISO14443/15693/
NFC Reader technology. The core competencies are RF-Interface technology and sophisticated high level functionalities supporting the latest card technologies and security mechanisms. All products are 100% developed
and manufactured in-house. This is the basis for customization capabilities offered to deliver application tailored, cost optimized
products from readers up to terminals with individual functionalities for applications like loyalty, e-purse etc.
www.baltech.de

charismathics
charismathics® has been pioneering
the global identity management
arena since 2005 and is offering security products and services for a variety of industries ranging
from corporate to finance, from e-government to health services,
from e-education to telecommunications.
The company delivers PKI security solutions addressing traditional smart cards, convenient USB keys, handy soft tokens or
even cutting edge mobile applications. With iEnigma®, charismathics re-invented the smart card, requiring only one set of
credentials for a digital identity, whether in the office or on the
road. The charismathics Smart Security Interface CSSI© is a
comprehensive and agnostic PKI client framework. It supports
all computer platforms, myriads of smart card operating systems and token profiles, various technologies and third party
applications.
www.charismathics.com

Cognitec
Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition technology and applications for industry customers and government agencies
around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our
FaceVACS® software has proven to be the premier technology
available on the market. Cognitec's portfolio includes products for
facial database search, video screening, and biometric portrait
capturing.
www.cognitec-systems.de
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Digital Identification Solutions
Digital Identification Solutions is a global provider of advanced identification solutions,
specialized in secure government and corporate applications for ID cards and ePassports/
Visa. By applying innovative technologies, they develop unique,
scalable credential solutions, which perfectly meet the everchanging demands of international customers. Furthermore, strategic partner Matica System provides cost-effective, flexible solutions for industrial card personalization and card mailing
systems.
www.digital-identification.com

HBPC
Pénzjegynyomda Zrt. (Hungarian Banknote Printing Shareholding Company) is the exclusive producer of 'Forint' banknotes, and is one of the leading security printers in Hungary, specializing in
the production of documents and other products
for protection against counterfeiting. Our company was established in 1926, primarily for the production of domestic banknotes.
Over the past decades our product range has become more and
more diversified. Currently, we produce passports, visa, ID documents, driving licences, securities, duty and post stamps, tax
stamps and banderols, paper- and plastic-based cards, with or
without chip, and are aiming to provide complex system solutions.
www.penzjegynyomda.hu

security-news.tv

HJP Consulting
HJP Consulting (HJP) with headquarters near Paderborn, Germany, is an
internationally operating firm of IT
consultants specialized in the planning, procurement and approval of smart card solutions with focus on e-identity and e-health
applications. The manufacturer-independent specialists at HJP
supervise large-scale projects for introducing e-passports and eID
systems at both the technical and strategic level. The firm's consulting services encompass the areas of system architecture,
software specification, tenders, quality and security management as well as project management.
www.hjp-consulting.com

The Identive Group
The Identive Group is a leading provider of solutions for secure access, secure identity and secure exchange. For organizations and individuals
that need to secure their digital assets, electronic transactions and facilities, Identive provides solutions that cut
costs and reduce risk and liabilities. The company offers contact,
contactless and mobile smart card reader and terminal technology, digital identity and transaction platforms, as well as systems
that integrate physical and logical access control. Additionally,
Identive is a leading provider of commercial digital media readers
to the worldwide photo kiosk market.
www.identive-group.com

Micropross
Micropross is a leading company in the
supply of test and personalization tools
for the smartcard industry. Active since
1979, the company features an in-house R&D center as well as production facilities The cornerstone of Micropross activity is the design of solutions for engineers looking for tools to qualify, or certify
security-news.tv

their products and prototypes against a given specification. Micropross technology covers the whole spectrum of the smartcard industry: they supply protocol analyzers, terminal simulators, smartcard simulators, for both contact and contactless technologies.
Depending on the customer requirements, the company supplies
turnkey solutions, including hardware and automated test cases
(for both analog and digital test plans).
www.micropross.com

MaskTech
MaskTech is the leading independent provider of high secure system on chip designs,
embedded ROM masked products, security
middleware, certification and integration
services focused on human credential applications. MTCOS –
MaskTech Chip Operating System – is a high performance and
high security operating system, especially designed for secure
semiconductors with powerful crypto co-processor and RFID,
dual interface or contact interface.
MTCOS is available and certified Common Criteria – EAL 4+ on
a unique variety of microcontrollers of different silicon vendors.
MTCOS is a fully open standard (ISO/IEC) compliant multi-applications OS, used in more than 40 eID projects worldwide.
www.masktech.de

PAV
PAV Card is a German, family-run business
and one of the leading manufacturers for
smart cards and RFID solutions. PAV products
are used in many applications, ranging from
hotel access, airport and stadium technology to the use in retail
outlets and smart card applications, such as payment and health
insurance. PAV's product range includes special heat resistant
and tamper-proof ID cards as well as smart cards using the latest
contactless technology for secure access solutions suitable for
corporate buildings or sensitive access areas, such as airports.
www. pav.de

Precise Biometrics
Precise Biometrics is an innovative company offering technology and expertise for
easy, secure, and accurate authentication
using smart cards and fingerprint recognition. Founded in 1997,
Precise Biometrics today has solutions used by U.S. government
agencies, national ID card programs, global enterprises, and other
organizations requiring multi-factor strong authentication.
The company is headquartered in Sweden and is listed on the
NASDAQ OMX Stockholm small cap list (symbol:PREC). Precise
Biometrics Inc., its U.S. subsidiary, is based in Vienna, VA. Precise
Biometrics offers the Tactivo™ solution, a smart card and fingerprint reader for mobile devices. Also availalbe are related apps
that use Tactivo for authentication using a smart card, fingerprint
reader, or both.
www.precisebiometrics.com
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PWPW
PWPW is a commercial company, entirely owned
by the Polish Treasury, with a long tradition and
extensive experience in providing security printing solutions. The company offers modern, secure
products and solutions as well as highest quality services which
ensure the reliability of transactions and identification processes.
It is also a supplier of state-of-the art IT solutions.
www.pwpw.pl

prepress, printing, finishing, personalization, implementation, inspection, stress tests and border control. SID-Consult also prepares expert opinions on fraud and counterfeiting.
www.sid-consult.de

SMARTRAC N.V.

REINER SCT Kartengeräte GmbH & Co.
KG, based in Furtwangen (Black Forest), Germany, is a leading manufacturer of OTP generators and smartcard readers for eCards, electronic signature and online banking in Germany. REINER SCT also
develops products for secure online authentication, time attendance and access control. The technology company employs 45
staff and is part of the global and family owned REINER group.
www.reiner-sct.com

SMARTRAC is the leading developer,
manufacturer, and supplier of RFID
and NFC transponders and inlays. The company produces readymade and customized transponders and inlays used in access
control, animal identification, automated fare collection, border
control, RFID-based car immobilizers, electronic product identification, industry, libraries and media management, laundry, logistics, mobile & smart media, public transport, retail, and many
more. SMARTRAC was founded in 2000, went public in July 2006,
and trades as a stock corporation under Dutch law with its registered headquarters in Amsterdam. The company currently employs about 4,000 employees and maintains a global research
and development, production, and sales network.
www.smartrac-group.com

Rolic

Teletrust

Rolic Technologies Ltd. is an innovative Swiss
high-tech company headquartered in Allschwil
(Basel). Rolic modifies surfaces on a nano scale
with polarized light to achieve unique optical effects and to manage light. New industry standards were set for LCD
TVs, forgery-proof security devices and efficient OLED lighting products. Highly skilled staff in the Swiss headquarter continually develop, refine and extend Rolic's proprietary core technologies. The subsidiary Rolic Technologies B.V. (Eindhoven, Netherlands) engineers
industrial solutions for the global customer basis.
www.rolic.com

The IT security association TeleTrusT
Germany e.V. was founded in 1989 to
provide a reliable framework for deployment of trustworthy information and communication technology.
Today, TeleTrusT is a widespread competence network for IT security currently representing more than 110 members from industry, science and public institutions, with associated member organizations in Germany and other countries. TeleTrusT comments
on political and legal issues related to IT security, organizes events
and participates in conferences. TeleTrusT is the carrier of the
"European Bridge CA" and the expert certification scheme
"TeleTrusT Information Security Professional (T.I.S.P.)".
www.teletrust.de

Reiner SCT

such as personal ID cards, driver's licenses, tachograph cards
and data pages for passports as well as bank, loyalty and access
cards. The company was founded in 1859 and has developed
over the years into a world-wide leader for high quality identification solutions.
www.trueb.ch

United Access
United Access is focused on secure, high-end
smart card and RFID based solutions. We are
acting as a security provider with a broad
E
UNITED
range of standard and integration compoa n y t i m e - a n y w h e r e
nents. Our prime aim is to offer secure components with simple integration interfaces combined with deep
know-how based on a long lasting experience. United Access is
the support partner for the Infineon smart card operating system SICRYPT. United Access provides secure sub-systems to
various markets like public transport, road toll, logical access,
logistics, parking systems, brand protection, physical access
control and others.
www.unitedaccess.com

WIBU-SYSTEMS
Wibu-Systems' product portfolio offers digital
asset, intellectual property and integrity protection against piracy, reverse-engineering
and code tampering. The broad range of WibuSystems solutions covers application fields from computers to
mobile, from embedded automation to cloud computing, from
SaaS to virtualized models. Wibu-Systems has enabled new
business models; software-powered businesses, whether in the
consumer, corporate or embedded system realm, can monetize
their investments through license orchestration schemes.
www.wibu.com

SC2
SC2 is a broadcom company. The SC2 team is
comprised of talented and experienced security
architects and engineers, combining extensive experience with real world-implementations of smart
card technology, including contact, contactless and dual-interface
smart cards. SC2 solutions include e-health, e-ID, e-passport, citizen
cards, signature cards, e-employee cards, e-banking solutions including worldwide credit card companies and transportation.
www.scsquare.com

SID-Consult
SID-Consult GmbH works as an independent security consultancy. Dipl.-Ing. Heinz B. Artmann
has more than twenty years experience in security printing and smart card technologies and
more than forty years experience in the graphic arts industry. The
top business domains of SID-Consult are MRTDs i.e. passport and
ePassports, Visa and eVisa, national ID and eID, residence permit,
driver license, voting cards etc. The areas of their expertise are
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X Infotech
T-Systems
T-Systems is Deutsche Telekom's
corporate customer arm. Using a
global infrastructure of data centers and networks, T-Systems operates information and communication technology (ICT) systems for multinational corporations
and public sector institutions.
With offices in over 20 countries and global delivery capabilities, T-Systems serves companies in all industries. Approximately
47,600 employees worldwide use their industry expertise and ICT
know-how to provide top-quality service. T-Systems generated
revenue of around EUR 9.2 billion in the 2011 financial year.
www.t-systems.com

X INFOTECH is a leading system integrator and MultiPerso software
developer, delivering security solutions to businesses across a wide
range of industry sectors, such as financial, government, healthcare, retail, and public.
The company's portfolio supports all activities required for eID
and payment card issuance, passport production and management, cryptographic infrastructure development, authentication
solution integration, and other activities related to payment security and smart card technologies.
www.x-infotech.com

Trüb AG
Trüb AG is a leading company in Switzerland
and internationally in the manufacture and personalization of national identity documents
security-news.tv

security-news.tv
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